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How to find the orthocenter of a triangle if vertices are given

The orthocenter is a intersecting point for all the heights of the triangle. The point where the heights of the triangle meet is known as the Orthocenter. In the chart below, the orthocenter is indicated by the letter O. There is no direct formula for calculating the triangle orthocenter. It lies inside for sharp and outside for a blunt triangle. The heights are nothing
short of a perpendicular line (AD, BE and CF) on one side of the triangle (or AB or BC or CA) to the opposite top. Vertex is the point where two linear segments (A, B and C) meet. Calculate the tilt of the sides of the triangle. The formula for calculating the slope is given as a big slope; a;a;a;a;; The y_{2}-y_{1} x_{2}-x_{1} line to calculate the perpendicular tilt of
the triangle sides. This gives us a slope of the heights of the triangle. The formula for calculating the perpendicular slope is given as large perpendicular; Slope; Line frak-1 Slope;out;a; A line to calculate the equation for the heights with their respective coordinates. The point slope formula is given as big y-y_{1}'m (x-x_{1}) Finally, by solving any two high-
altitude equations, we can get an orthocenter triangle. Solved example of the question: Find an orthocenter triangle when their vertices are A (1, 2), B (2, 6), C (3, -4). Solution: Considering the vertices of the triangle, A (1, 2) B (2, 6) C (3, -4) Slope AB - $'frac-y_{2}-y_{1}-x_{2}-x_{1}{4}{1}'$ from CF - Perpendicular slope AB - $'frac-1'Slope of AB'$ - $-frac-
1'{4}$ CF equation is given as, y - y1 y m (x - x1) y 4 1 {4} $3 ( x - 3) 4y - 16 - y_{1} y_{2} x 3 x 4y - -13 ——————————- (1) Slope x_{1} x_{2} BC 3 - $2'$ - $-Frac-10'{1}$ - -10 AD Slope Perpen D.C. {1}{10}. y - y1 y (x - x1) y - 2 y 1/10 (x - 1) 10y - 20 - x - 1 x - 10y -19 —————————— - (2) Subtraction equation (2) and (1), x 4y -13 x 10y 19
—————— 14y6 y 3/7 Or 0.429 Replacement value y in equation (1), x y 4y -13 x 4 (0.429) 716 -13 x -14.716 Ortocenter (-14.716, 0.429) Ortocenter is the intersecting point for all the triangle heights.  One of the traditional questions in the geometry class is to find the triangle orthocenter once you've got 3 vertices.  Hopefully through reading this article, it
can help you clear up any doubts you might have about finding orthocenter coordinates. In our example, we will use the following coordinates as vertices of the triangle. A (3, 1) B (2, 2) C (3, 5)As we search Crossing the heights of the triangle, we only need to find an intersection between 2 heights as the third height will intersect at exactly the same point. 
When you are looking for the height of the triangle, it means that you are looking for a line from the top of the triangle to its opposite side.   This line from the top will make a perpendicular angle with the opposite triangle line.  In order to find a string equation, you will need to remember your knowledge from Algebra 1.  Just like the review, I also published 2
articles on the subject.  You should be able to find the line equation as well as the perpendicular line equation.  Steps to find orthocenter are: Find equations of 2 segments of the triangle (for our example we will find equations for AB, and B.C.) Once you have equations out of step #1, you can find the slope of the respective perpendicular lines. You will use
the slopes that you found #2 step, and matching the opposite tops to find the equations of the 2 lines. If you have an equation of 2 lines from the step #3, you can decide the appropriate x and u, which is the coordinates of the orthocenter. The steps may seem intimidating, but once you actually work through this problem, you will find that it is a very simple
process. Step 1: Find equations of linear segments AB and B.C. To find any linear segment, you will need to find a line tilt and then an appropriate y-interception. A (3, 1) B(2, 2) C (3, 5)Склон AB (1-2)/(3-2) х й 3, й й 1)1 - -1 (3) й bb й 4Equation AB: y -1x - 4Slope до н.э. (2-5)/(2-3) 3y - mx b (замена м - 3, х 2, й 2)2 , 3 (2) - bb -4Equation до н.э.: y - 3x - 4
Шаг 2: Найдите наклон соответствующих перпендикулярных линийSlope AB -1Slope перпендикулярная линия к AB: -1 м - -1 -&gt; м - 1Слоп до н.э. - 3Слоп перпендикулярной линии до н.э.: 3 м - -1 -&gt; м - -1/3 Шаг 3: Найдите уравнение перпендикулярных линийСлоп перпендикулярной линии к AB: м No 1Мы будем использовать
координаты противоположной вершины (точка C), чтобы найти уравнение line.y и mx b (замена м No 1 , х No 3, y q 5)5 - 1(3) - bb - 2Equation перпендикулярной линии к AB : y - 1x - 2Slope perpendicular line BC: m -1/3 We will use the coordinates of the opposite top (point A) to find the equation line.y - 1)1 - -1/3 (3) - bb - 2Equation perpendicular line
to AB: y -1/3x - 2C 2 perpendicular lines 1: y - 1x - 2equation 2equation 1 2: y -1/3x - 2Consion for x and y:1x - 2 - -1/3x , 24/3x - 0x - 0y - 1 (0) - 2y - 2So coordinates (0, 2).  It's an orthocenter. If you have any questions regarding these kinds of issues, please feel free to contact me or any of the instructors in my HuangMathnasium Glen Rock/Ridgewood236
Rock RoadGlen Rock, N.J. 07452glenrock@mathnasium.comTel: 201-444-8020 Orthocenter Triangle, or Crossing The Heights Triangle, is not something that comes into casual conversation. Working with orthocentres, be on high alert, as we are dealing with the coordination of graphics, algebra and geometry, all related to each other. It's nothing but
random math. Triangles and their parts of the triangle, the simplest polygon with only three straight segments of the line forming its sides, has several interesting parts: Sides - Three sides intersect on vertices, forming three inner corners of the Height - a linear segment from each top of the triangle on the opposite side (or extension of the opposite side), which
is perpendicular to the opposite side. Because the segment from the inner corner to the opposite side is perpendicular, the height of the triangle will always be formed at right angles with the side to which it is perpendicular. Orthocentre - Crossing of three heights. It doesn't matter if you're dealing with a sharp triangle, obtuse triangle, or right triangle, they all
have sides, heights, and an orthocenter. In addition to the orthocenter, there are three other types of triangle centers: Incenter - Incenter triangle is located where all three angular bisections intersect. Circumcenter - District Center is located at the intersection of perpendicular two-sectors on all sides. This will occur inside sharp triangles, outer blunt triangles,
and for the right triangles, this will occur in the middle of the hypotenuse. Centroid - Centroid, or center of the gravitational center of the triangle, is located where all three medians intersect. Orthocentre - Orthocentre is located at the intersection of heights. All four of the above centers meet at one point for an equilateral triangle. Another interesting fact is that
the orthocenter, centrid and circumference of any triangle are collilar. These three dots will always lie on one straight line called the Euler line. The Euler line is named after the discoverer, Leonhard Euler. What is the orthocenter of the triangle? The center of the triangle is the crossing point of any two of the three heights of the triangle (the third height should
intersect in the same place). You can find where the two height triangles intersect using these four steps: Find equations of two linear segments forming the sides of the triangle Find the slopes of heights for these two sides Use the slopes and opposite vertices to find equations of two heights Solve the corresponding X and Y values, giving you the coordinates
of the orthocenter Te may sound like four simple steps, but built into them knowledge to find two equations: the equation of the equation Triangle Center Here we have a grid of coordinates with a triangle attached to the grid points: point M is in x and y coordinates (1, 3) Point R is at (3, 9) Point E is on (10, 2) Step One Find equations of the formation lines of
the sides of MR and RE. You do this with the y mx and b formula, where m is a line tilt and b is y-intercept. To find the tilt of the MR line, you connect the coordinates as a change in y values over the change in x values: tilt (m) (y2 - y1) (x2 - x1) For the lateral MR of our triangle, it looks like: m (9 - 3) (3 - 1) m y 62 m and 3 Return to your equation and connect
3 for m: y , so either use the given point and connect it numbers. Use point M, for example: 3 - 3 (1) - b 3 - 3 - b 0 - b You can check it with Point R (this will give the same answer): 9 - 3 (3) - b 9 - 9 b b So for the segment of the MR line line y 3x. Repeat them for the RE line segment: tilt (m) - (y2 - y1) (x2 - x1) m - (2 - 9) (10 - 3) m - -77 m - -1 Now let's connect
-1 into our equation : y mx q b y -1x q b Point R again: 9 -1 (3) - b 9 - -3 - b 12 b Equation segment RE y -1 (x) 12 It was just the first step! Step two For step two, find the slopes perpendiculars for those given the hand. You need the tilt of each segment of the line: For MR, m No. 3 for RE, m -1 To find the slope of the line perpendicular to a given line, you need
its negative reciprocal: -1m For MR, -13 For RE, and 1 Step Three For Step Three, use these new slopes and coordinates of opposite vertices to find equation lines that form two heights: For the lateral height of MRE , with the top of E on (10, 2), and m - -13: y q mx b 2 (-13) 10 - b 2 - -103 - b 2 y 103 b 163 b equation for height AE y -13 x 163. For the RE
side, its VM height, with the top of the M on (1, 3), and m y 1: y mx y b 3 y 1 (1) Step four You can decide for two perpendicular lines, which means that their x and y coordinates will intersect: y (-13) x 163 y and x 2 Solve for each coordinate; First for x: (-13) x y 163 x 2 x 2.5 Solutions for y, using either equation and connection to the found x: y -13 (2.5) - 163
y 4.5 Test it with another equation: y - 2.5 y 2 y 4.5 Orthocenter triangle is at the level (2.5, 4.5). Fu! Four (long) but valuable steps. The ortic triangle and the circle that works on these examples, you may have noticed that a smaller triangle is formed by the legs of three heights. This smaller triangle is called the ortic triangle. There are many interesting
properties of the ortic triangle for you to discover, such as a circle oat triangle, also called the nine-point circle of the triangle. Next lesson: Triangle Inequality Theorem Instructor: Malcolm M. Malcolm has a master's degree in education and has four teaching certificates. He was a public school teacher for 27 years, including 15 years as a math teacher.
Teacher.
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